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A 54-year-old gentleman with type 2 diabetes mellitus for the past 15 years was diagnosed with bilateral proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) and diabetic macular edema. Best-corrected visual acuity was noted to be 6/18 (Snellen acuity) in both eyes. He was posted for a baseline fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA). Color fundus photographs of both eyes showed multiple microaneurysms as well as hard and soft exudates at the macula. The right eye also had few regions of retinal hemorrhages and a lacy branching network of fine blood vessels in the superotemporal region suggestive of a neovascularization elsewhere (NVE). The left eye also showed a similar NVE in the superotemporal region [ Fig. 1 ]. FFA revealed leakage from the NVE in the left eye [ Fig. 2 ].
Minutes after the dye was injected, the patient had an episode of retching and vomiting. Image acquisition was initiated after stabilizing the patient. Leakage from NVE had developed into a round configuration which had central punctate hyperfluorescence surrounded by a ring of intense hyperfluorescence [ Fig. 3 ]. Color fundus picture from the same region revealed this to be a subhyaloid bleed [ Fig. 4 ]. After about half an hour, the patient complained of sudden onset decrease in vision. Color fundus picture showed a breakthrough bleed in vitreous cavity covering the macular region [ Fig. 5 ]. 
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Comment
FFA is an important and widely performed investigation in cases of diabetic retinopathy. Nausea and vomiting after fluorescein dye injection are not uncommon though active bleeding from neovascularization during the procedure is extremely rare and only reported twice. [1, 2] Possible causes for this event could be vitreous traction over the neovascularization due to sudden head movements [3] or a "Valsalva retinopathy" [4] like phenomenon, where sudden rise in intrathoracic pressure leads to rupture of superficial retinal vessels. The fragile vessels of neovascularization may especially be susceptible to venous pressure changes. Active bleeding in such a scenario may cause a delay in performing scatter laser photocoagulation which is the standard of care for PDR. The sudden decrease in vision may come as a surprise for the unsuspecting patient due to a very rare complication of a routine investigation.
Conclusion
Active bleeding from preexisting retinal neovascularization during FFA may be a rare occurrence but the ophthalmologist should be aware of this complication.
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